A1 REPORT 2008

This year has seen a record number of dives cancelled due to either high
winds or bad visibility and has limited the opportunities to dive on the wreck, 3
of 6 planned dives took place and no opportunities for RIB diving presented
themselves.
3 dives completed
1 NAS Heritage day
2 Southsea Sub Aqua Club dive (SSAC)
Poor weather forced another heritage day to be cancelled. (There was also
concern about the empty spaces on this dive.)
NAS continue to support and promote access to the wreck through their
Heritage days that the offer to all.

SSAC dive 15th May 08
12 divers took part in this evening dive. For me it was an opportunity to look
over the wreck generally and record/photograph some of the marine life
present on the wreck. On this initial dive of the season the site was clear of
obstructions and there was no evidence of any tampering with the site.
There seemed little change in the condition of the wreck and its structure from
previous years, however two areas of exposed metal around the Bow torpedo
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tube hatch were observer with no real indication of how or what had caused
the damage to the wreck. See photographs below.

One can only speculate on the cause of such damage, it may well be just
natural decay of the metal that has dropped off with the marine growth
attached leaving freshly exposed material underneath that I have captured in
the photographs above, if that is the case then it is evidence that the site is in
decay.

NAS Heritage Day 25 July 08
This involves a full day, made up of a visit to the RN Submarine museum at
Gosport followed by a dive on HMS A1. It is difficult to arrange suitable dates
as the tide is critical and there needs to be sufficient time for a visit to the
submarine museum. There are very limited opportunities to arrange the
event during the summer months when the visibility is generally at its best on
the site.
This event was attended by 10 people and the day counts towards their Part 3
Qualification. In addition a freelance writer for Sports Diver attended the day
and subsequently a full feature was published in Sport Diver magazine which
promoted diving on the site.
I took the opportunity to examine one of the anomalies recorded in the
Wessex Archaeology report and found it to be a large boulder around 10m
from the starboard bow. I was also able to video the wreck on this
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opportunity. As a result of leaving the wreck and doing a sweeping search
more items of debris have been observed in the seabed that look as if they
were part of the main structure.
SSAC dive August 08
12 divers took part in this evening dive. For me it was an opportunity to look
over the wreck generally and record/photograph some of the marine life
present on the wreck which is more prolific during this time of year. There are
a number of creatures that are always in regular spots on the wreck, some
images are shown
below.

“Colin” the conger lives around the conning tower and is generally very shy.
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Licensee duties
Unauthorised diving This year I noticed on the Wightdiver schedule that a
local dive centre had made a booking to dive on A1 but I had not been
approached as Licensee about the dive. I alerted English Heritage and Mark
Dunkley dealt with this situation although at the time it was claimed to be a
mistake/misunderstanding.
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Research
Through extensive research a number of files have been identified at National
Archive and Naval Historical Branch which may provide more detail of
how/why A1 sank and I Intend to visit the National Archives at Kew and the
Naval Historical branch next year to investigate.
Raising awareness
HMSm A1 appeared on the ‘Heritage at Risk’ register which was published
this summer. As a result this was featured by the local Portsmouth ‘News’
newspaper who reported that the wreck was in danger from divers removing
artefacts. Whilst this may have been the case a number of years ago I have
seen no obvious evidence of divers removing items from the wreck since
becoming Licensee. Indeed many of the more valuable/attractive items have
been safely recovered by the wreck owner Martin Woodward and are on
display at the Shipwreck Museum on the IOW. In my view this negative view
portrayed by the newspaper has failed to recognise the more constructive
efforts to monitor such wrecks and puts divers in a bad light.

In contrast the feature in Sports Diver Magazine by Patrick Shier provided not
only a good report on the wreck, but the NAS Heritage Day overall, including
the visit to the Submarine Museum and briefings etc. The overall report was
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constructive and a good advert for this type of event which not only allows
divers to visit the wreck but seeks to educate them in the historic significance
of the wreck and why is has been designated as a protected wreck under the
1973 legislation.
Below is an extract from Sport Diver.
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Summary
A1 continues to be a robust site and despite press speculation about its
condition, the submarine is still reasonably intact and has suffered little over
the last 3 years that I have been observing it. There are a few signs of
deterioration and the two photographs taken earlier in the year perhaps
should be taken as a warning that the structure is starting to dissolve and
crumble. The metal is over 100 years old and has resisted the elements of the
Solent extremely well. The amount of sediment build up inside also remains a
concern, as the structure weakens through age the weight of the sediment
inside will accelerate the inevitable break off of the bow from the main
structure.
Next year I am looking into preparing a more detailed site plan of A1 and the
debris field that surrounds it.
It is also planned to start monitoring specific areas of the wreck such as the
crack in the conning tower to try to get an idea of the speed of deterioration,
these will become control points that can be measured on an annual basis.
Working in conjunction with Seasearch, I will be arranging a much more
detailed survey of marine life on the wreck, discussions have already taken
place with Seasearch and dive are being planned.
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